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FRENCH – LEVEL 10 
Level 10 Classes: This course will suit people who have recently completed Level 9 or those 
who achieved a very good grade at A Level in the past or equivalent.  
 
The content of the course will give you the opportunity to access, discuss and deeply 
understand many aspects of French culture, literature, History, cinematography, politics 
and Art. Having acquired a very thorough understanding of the French-speaking world will 
enable you to communicate fluently and confidently with people from the French speaking 
community worldwide. Moreover, you will also have acquired the necessary translation 
skills to work in a French-speaking workplace. 

Term duration 10 x weekly 2-hour classes 

Key Language 

By the end of the course, you will have acquired the advanced and appropriate 
vocabulary in order to understand articles from quality French newspapers, French short 
stories, French poems and you will also be able to give a critical review of a French film or 
work of Art. Moreover, we have no doubt that a high level of confident verbal interaction 
will be a source of great satisfaction for years to come. 
 
In the classroom, we aim to establish an all-inclusive atmosphere, using a very engaging 
teaching style making everyone at ease from the first lesson onwards. We endeavour to 
make the lessons both interesting, relevant and enjoyable by creating a convivial 
atmosphere in order to facilitate great communication. 
 
It is assumed you will have built up a thorough understanding of French tenses and 
grammatical concepts, however, our aim is to make sure everyone is at the same level, so 
we will revise tenses and grammatical points whenever necessary. The past historic will be 
covered and the subjunctive will be revised as well as complex grammatical structures.  
 
Regular feedback and targets will be given, as well as weekly homework. We understand 
that the constraints of everyday life might make it difficult to do weekly homework, 
however, weekly revision is an absolute necessity to make very good progress and it is 
strongly encouraged. We will make use of a variety of teaching methodologies and 
approaches to make your learning experience as enjoyable and beneficial as possible.  


